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Hi Everyone,
I mentioned in the last newsletter that with the
rainy season things would quieten down a bit.
Famous last words! Weather wise, it has been
raining with strong winds, the rain making the
road to Kampot impassable at one stage but it is
much cooler so everyone’s energy has returned.
Generator
Our new generator is up and running. We have
rewired the buildings and our next step is to install
lights down the driveway. Great to be able to run
the printer! Consequently, we now have enough
power for any building projects, student classes
eg computing or trade training projects eg welding
that we undertake in the future. A big drawback
to our plans has now been overcome. Thank you
very much to Tom, Jo and the students in The
Netherlands who made this possible and a
special thank you to Merijn who was the originator
of the school’s involvement.

should all make it. We have been stressing out
as we would hate for one of them to miss out.
After the exams we took them to Kampot and
settled them into the house we rented for the
month of July. Had one problem on the first night
when one student rang and wanted to go home.
Homesick, had never been away from home
before and was finding it hard. I said "no, wait
until I see you on Saturday". Rang later in the
week and everything was fine.

Tann, Savry, Barang and Sreyleap

Year 12 Career Students

We are nearing the end of the year now with lots
of exciting times ahead for the students. We
have just received their semester II results. We
are very proud of them. One received an A, 2 a B
and 1 a C for the recent exams. They have
worked so hard and deserve to do well. After the
last exam their final result will be an average of
the 3. They need a D overall to sit for the
university entrance exams and unless they make
a total mess of the last exam it is looking like they

Their first Saturday in Kampot we had a party to
say goodbye and thank you to the 4 teachers. We
went on a boat ride on the Kampot River for 21/2
hours and then back to the Frangipani Restaurant
where they provided a yummy buffet dinner and
music for Khmer dancing. Sothea came from

Phnom Penh as he has known the students for
many years and the current volunteers also
attended. About 19 people in all and everyone
had an enjoyable evening.

help and will continue for October and November
while Rebecca is here.

Now it's back to hard work again; July studying in
Kampot, 5th, 6th, 7th August the final exam, then
off to Phnom Penh to study for the entrance exam
for university in the middle of September. If they
pass all these they start their university studies in
October. Whew!! We can all relax in October
when they are settled, the nurses for 4 years and
the engineer for 5.
Child Labour
One of the leading monks in Kep is very much
involved in the Government’s Child Labour Laws.
We invited him to Kep Gardens to talk to each of
the classes to spread the word of the laws the
Government is trying to enforce. Hopefully the
information gets through to their parents and the
others in the village. The Government wants
children to attend school to at least Year 9. This
is a big exam as it is the leaving certificate from
school. They are not saying children cannot help
on the farm or fishing but not during the hours
they should be at school. Also no heavy, manual
work until they are 18. At least they will be able
to read and write their own language. I always
remember an older lady saying that it made life so
hard if you can’t read and write as village life is
changing.
Volunteers
Apart from the BeMore volunteers, David, Ellen,
Robin, Marleen and Heleen doing their usual
great job, we have had some other visitors
lending a hand. Rebecca is staying for 5 months.
As her speciality is maths she is tutoring a group
of Year 9 students and a couple of Year 7’s every
afternoon. The Year 9 exams are in the middle of
September so they will have a couple of months

Andy was here for 3 months, Debra for 4 days
and Donna and her mum, Fay, for 3 days.
Without the help of these enthusiastic, dedicated
people we would not be able to run our Reading
and Conversation Programmes and the students
would not be exposed to other accents or other
interests and knowledge that the volunteers bring,
adding to the overall education of the students,
widening their horizons. Can’t thank all the
volunteers enough for their support, hard work
and “fitting in” with the daily routine at Kep
Gardens.
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modern music but we weren’t able to organize
this in time, maybe next year. We also borrowed
from the local pagoda some traditional
instruments for the students to see and the
musicians were able to talk about these as well.
A good start to the topic for the week!
Robyn

Fay

Debra
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We can accommodate 4 people at a time now in
bunk beds in the bunkhouse. Bit cramped but
the beds are largish and comfortable and people
spend most of their time outside anyway.

Mobile Dental Clinic
Because of our great new generator, the Mobile
Dental Clinic was able to come to Kep Gardens
instead of us transporting the kids backwards and
forwards to another venue. They checked all of
our students as well as our staff’s children and
drilled and extracted where necessary. I am
terrified of dentists so I had a great birthday this
year listening to the dentist’s drill!! I will have to
time it better next year. Last year only one class
could participate but in order for all the students
to participate we gave a donation this year to the
Buddhist Library who sponsors the Mobile Dental
Clinic. Thanks very much to Airie and Dinie and
their friends for making this visit possible for all of
our students.

Music Topic
The topic that Ellen chose for her week with the
students was music. On the first day we
arranged for a group of 3 local guys who play
traditional instruments to come and talk to the
students about the history of their instrument, play
each separately and then play together. We were
hoping to get someone to talk about and play

We set up under the pergola area and although it was
cramped and rained on occasion, the dentists kept
working and did a great job. The students were
scared but very brave and fronted up again the next
day if they needed more work done!!! Not sure I would

Di had brought bubble gum tasting toothpaste but
the students weren’t too keen on the taste, hence
the look on their faces.

The early teenagers had lots of problems with
their teeth. They had never been to a dentist
before. Even though the clinic was with us for 4
days (another school also joined in) the teenagers
still have work to be done so we will be ferrying
them back and forth to the Dental Clinic’s base for
a few days next week.
Debra brought with her a big tooth so we used
her lesson on dental hygiene to begin our daily
tooth brushing routine a couple of weeks before
the Dental Clinic arrived. Debra also brought
some amazing glitter and an ultra violet light to
show how well/or not they had washed their
hands to get rid of germs. A fun way to impress
on the children the importance of clean hands.

Teddy Bears
The Sonja Kill Memorial Hospital where we take
our students for general checkups has recently
opened a Paediatric ward. They showed me
around one day and I asked if they had teddy
bears as “comfort toys” like some Australian
hospitals do. We still had some teddies left which
Mission Australia had packed into the container
so I took a couple of rice bags full of teddies to
them. They were very happy so thanks Mission
Australia, your teddies will brighten the sick
Cambodian children’s visit and they can take their
new friend home.
Visit from Students from The Netherlands
BeMore hosts tours to Africa incorporating visits
to the various projects their volunteers are
working in. This year they organized one tour to
Cambodia as a practice to test the waters and
see how it is received. We hosted a group of 8
teenagers aged from 15-18, two teachers, a
photographer and Kimsy (our hospitality student
who is touring with them) for two days. Originally
they were going to stay here sleeping in tents but
if the heavens decided to open up we could
envisage them floating down the driveway out

onto the road in their tents so wisely, they
decided against it. Would have been a great
video though! Just as well as the first day it
rained heavily most of the day and night and as
you will see from the pictures there was water
everywhere. They spent the mornings
sightseeing, came back for meals and spent the
afternoons playing sport and many other activities
and games with the students class by class.
There was lots of fun and laughter over the two
days. It was a great chance for our kids,
especially the teenagers, to interact with
foreigners their own age as usually older people,
from 20 up, visit Kep Gardens. Lovely to see and
hear the students of all ages laughing and
enjoying themselves as life is not easy for them,
they work very hard not only at school but at
home as well and we derive great pleasure from
watching them enjoying life.

Second day the rain had stopped
and the water drained away

Water slide

Love the dancing
We hope this becomes an annual event. These
types of visits go a long way to reducing racism
and building tolerance and understanding
between different cultures. The young people of
the world will grow up appreciating that their way
of life is not the only way and help the teenagers
from more privileged backgrounds to appreciate
the opportunities that are taken for granted in
their societies.

Crafts
As well as maths, Rececca is also into crafts.
Pheara has learnt to knit. Rebecca makes some
great hanging ornaments made of wire as well as
beaded bracelets. She is teaching a few people
how to make them. Rebecca is hoping that this
may provide a small income for them as one of
our Career student’s mother sell trinkets at Kep
Beach so we have an outlet for them. We will
also sell them at Kep Gardens to people who
pass through, providing another outlet for them.
Rebecca has all sorts of bits and pieces and
games that she brought with her and wanders
amongst the children most days teaching them a
variety of skills. Lots to do before class now!

Thanks Rebecca for adding these extra activities
to Kep Gardens.

So if any of you old tradies out there would enjoy
the opportunity of passing on your skills to young
Cambodians, you would be more than welcome
to join us at Kep Gardens.
Thanks to Donna, Michael and Fay for bringing
over things like toggle bolts, tiling spacers etc, all
things we can’t get here or in Phnom Penh but
which make the jobs easier and quicker to do.
Cambodian Elections
The national elections held on 28th July proved to
be very quiet in Kep. There were many rallies
from all parties beforehand and it was pleasing to
see the considerable involvement from the
younger generation. It all looks well for the future.

Trades Training Programme
Our next building project will be a combined
storage shed and workshop required for our trade
skills training programme. Kep Gardens seeks to
train apprentices in a variety of trade skills. In
order to do this we run a building/maintenance
project in the Kep/Kampot area. Most of the
training is done away from Kep Gardens, working
on the job. But there are many small skills like
welding and carpentry that although we have the
equipment we do not have the undercover space
to train apprentices in their use. We now have
the required power available from our new
generator. Many things could be built at Kep
Gardens and installed on site. We use the
schoolroom space in the mornings for a variety of
jobs but then have to move out ready for 2.30pm.
With the rainy season upon us we cannot
continue our work outside under a tree as we
have done. Contracting work out not only holds
up our scheduled work programme but denies the
apprentices the chance to learn more skills. A
storage shed incorporated into the workshop area
would enable us to store and lock up our
equipment overnight, provide more space for our
tools to be properly housed and organized, as
well as provide storage for material that has been
purchased for ongoing and future work.
What we hope to achieve is the ability to train our
apprentices in a wider variety of skills and
consequently take on more apprentices to fulfill
our increased work load which will come from
offering more services. Our apprentices would
receive valuable training while building the
workshop/storage shed. Not only is this project
training apprentices in trade skills, it is also a way
of generating income into Kep Gardens to ensure
a sustainable future for the project.
Volunteers may also benefit as retired trades
people would have an avenue to pass on their
skills to our apprentices.

Next Month
August is the last month of the school year. We
will be participating in a dragon race entering 2
teams of 6. Exams will be held in the last week of
August and as a special treat for the end of the
school year we will be attending a performance
by disabled Cambodian children at Epic Arts in
Kampot. Plenty to talk about in the next
newsletter.
So you can see why I said “famous last words” as
July was not so quiet and August will also be very
busy. Won’t know what to do in September when
we close down for the month. Sleep is my guess
to recharge the batteries.
We hope you are all well and happy and enjoy
the updates from Kep Gardens.

Cheers,
Janine and Andrew

